CITY OF TORONTO

BY-LAW 296-2017

To amend the Municipal Code to replace the term "Technical Services" with "Engineering and Construction Services".

Whereas § 169-26(B) of the Municipal Code authorizes the City Solicitor to make technical amendments to the Municipal Code and other by-laws to correct technical errors, to update the by-laws to refer to the current statute, City official title, administrative unit and Municipal code provision; and

Whereas the City Solicitor, in consultation with the City Clerk, may submit bills directly to Council to make such technical amendments to the Municipal Code; and

Whereas the City's Technical Services division was renamed to Engineering and Construction Services;

The Council of the City of Toronto enacts:

1. The term "Technical Services" is replaced with "Engineering and Construction Services" wherever it appears in the Municipal Code and Schedules, and in particular in the following provisions:


   (b) Chapter 59, § 59-4(L);

   (c) Chapter 217, Schedule A, Codes numbered N0041; N0045; N0046; N0049; N0053; N0055; N0059; N0060; N0061; N0062; W0040; W0044; W0054; W0057; W0058; W0108; W0110;

   (d) Chapter 227, Schedule No. 1;

   (e) Chapter 415, § 415-20;

   (f) Chapter 598, § 598-1; and

   (g) Chapter 743, § 743-1; § 743-22(H)(1); § 743-22(H)(3); and § 743-22(H)(4).

Enacted and passed on March 29, 2017.

Frances Nunziata, Ulli S. Watkiss,
Speaker City Clerk

(Seal of the City)